Translator - Temporary Project
IKEA is a world leader in home furnishings with 433 stores worldwide and more than 211,000
associates.
Many companies, organizations and people together form IKEA. Everyone, idea and solution
helps us to be good at what we do - to offer a wide range of well-designed, functional home
furnishing products at prices so low that as many people as possible will be able to afford them
making people better every day.
What makes IKEA unique, both as a place of work and as a brand, is our shared values and
strong culture. Working with us is like working with your friends. Our culture is based on
togetherness, enthusiasm and fun. And we are always looking for people who share our positive
mood and values.
Do what you do best! Or explore what you've never done before!
For our team in IKEA Sofia Store we are looking for:

Translator - Temporary Project
Responsibilities and accountabilities:
∙ Translating into Bulgarian all product communication in PIA Local (p-tags) for all existing and
new products;
∙ Translating into Bulgarian the Buying guides, in-store communication, online planning tools and
various other documents;
∙ Integrating communication in line with the IKEA values;
Qualifications:
∙ Foreign Languages and level: English: Excellent;
∙ Bachelor’s degree;
∙ PC Skills: MS Office;
∙ Good communication and interpersonal skills;
∙ Good planning, organizational and follow up skills;
∙ Team-oriented personality;
∙ Achievement drive and analytical abilities;
∙ Ability to work under pressure and strict deadlines;

Additional information:
We offer
∙ Work on schedule at 8 or 4-hours per day;
∙ Opportunities for development in one of the most successful retail companies worldwide;
∙ Initial training;
∙ Highly professional and fast working environment.
Additional benefits
∙ Discount in IKEA 15% and Intersport 20%
∙ Annual bonus, based on the store’s achievements;
∙ Additional health insurance;
∙ Preferential prices at the restaurant for employees;
∙ Access to a doctor, located in the store, one per week;
∙ Holiday vouchers from internal initiatives.
Family benefits
∙ Voucher for birth of a child – 100 BGN;
∙ Voucher for marriage - 240 BGN;
∙ Voucher for child with excellent grades in school – 160 BGN;
∙ Voucher for a newly admitted student in university /child of our employee/– 320 BGN .

Where others see home furnishing products, we see smart solutions to create a better everyday
life. With a great deal of passion, imagination and brainstorming we turn colours, textiles and
furniture into inspiring environments that excite, engage and convince IKEA visitors that they can
do it too!
Be part of IKEA!
The CV should be only in English. Apply NOW with a CV in word or pdf format. In Jobs.bg
Applications will be processed in confidentiality.

